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INTERPOLATION TABLES
OR

MULTIPLICATION TABLES OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

BY HENRY B. HEDRICK, PH. D.

INTRODUCTION.

These tables are of especial use in any and all problems involving the multi-

plication of decimal fractions of two or three digits where the product is required

to no more significant figures than are contained in the smaller factor. As set

forth later under the heading, Explanation of the Tables, their use may readily be

extended to decimal fractions of three and four digits. They are thus of value for

many computations in engineering, in military, naval, astronomical, and physical

sciences, or wherever the slide-rule, graphical methods, or three or four-place

logarithms are ordinarily employed. They are more accurate than the slide-rule

or graphical methods, and far more convenient to use than logarithms.

For the multiplication of whole numbers of two or three figures such tables

as those of Crelle or of Cotsworth are well adapted, but where one of the factors

is a decimal fraction given only to a certain degree of accuracy or to a certain

number of decimal places and the product is desired to the same accuracy, the

present tables are more convenient. They give the desired product directly to

the nearest unit as far as needed, requiring no pointing off nor consequent ad-

justment of the last figure. They give only the first one of the consecutive numbers

from which the same product results, thus making their use easier and more rapid

not only for cases where one factor remains constant for a series of multiplications,

but also where both factors vary. On examining several well-used copies of Crelle's

tables, it was very apparent that they were used mostly for the first 100 pages;

in the present tables only 14 pages need be used to cover the same factors.

The arrangement of placing one factor in the top horizontal line, the second

factor in a column immediately below, and the required product in the outside

columns has many advantages. It permits the eye to travel in one continuous

route, first in a column and then along a line to the desired product, instead of

having to travel first in one direction and then in another in order to find the result

at the intersection of a column and a line as is the case with other tables. The

grouping in blocks of five aids in obtaining the product, since the position in the

block indicates the unit figure, after a glance to the right or left has determined the

block and the figure in the second or tens place.

These tables are constructed on the principle of multiplication by means

of division by the reciprocal. Since one of the factors in interpolation is a frac-

tion, or at least may be so considered, its reciprocal is a whole number or a whole

number plus a fraction and, in consequence, the same quotient results from several

successive values of the dividend. The smaller the fraction, the larger will be the

reciprocal or divisor and the greater the change in the dividend for a unit change
in the quotient. Advantage is taken of this fact to make the tables more compact
and convenient by giving only the smallest value of the dividend from which will arise

the desired quotient, or, in other words, by giving only the smallest of the several

values of the second factor that will produce the required product. The products

are given in the tables to the nearest unit. Where the discarded fraction is exactly

a half, and two numbers are therefore equally near, one a half-unit too large and

the other a half-unit too small, the even number is always given in the tables.

Most of the necessary computations in the preparation of the tables were per-

formed by Mr. Benjamin M. Hedrick, Mr. Joseph F. Jackson, and Mr. Edmund
S. Davenport.

in



IV INTERPOLATION TABLES.

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES.

Pages 1, 2, and 3 contain the products divided by 100 of each number from

1 to 99 by 1 to 100. Pages 4 to 77 contain the products divided by 1000 of each

number from 1 to 500 by 1 to 1000. Pages 78 to 139 contain the products divided by
1000 of each number from 500 to 999 by all numbers up to 1000, but beginning each

table with a value of the second factor not greater than that of the first factor.

The first factor is given on the top horizontal line in clarendon type and

is preceded by a decimal point. The number of digits after the decimal point

indicate the power of ten by which the products are divided.

The second factor is given below in the body of the table in ordinary type.

Only the first number of the series which produce the same product is given.

The required product, to the nearest unit, is given in the outside vertical

column headed P, in bold-faced type. When the product is greater than 100,

its third digit (the number of hundreds) is given, also in bold-faced type, in the

next to the top line, opposite the letter P.

To obtain the product we have the following:

RULE. Find one factor among the numbers in the top line preceded by a decimal

point. Either factor may be taken if both factors are less than 500, but if one

or both are greater than 500, then find the smaller factor in the top line. In the

column or columns below find the other factor or the number nearest to and smaller

than the other factor; then on the same horizontal line with the number last found,

either to the right or to the left, in the marginal columns headed P, is the required pro-

duct, or the last two digits of the product when it is greater than a hundred; the number

of hundreds in the product is found, opposite the letter P, in the next to the top line of the

column in which is the second factor, or the number next smaller than the second factor.

Examples. 1. Required 16/100 of 29. Find .16 in the top line (section 1,

page 1), under .16 find 29, then to the right or left on the same horizontal line as

29 in the marginal column is 5, the answer.

Or find .29 in the top line (section 2, page 1), under .29 find 16, then in the

marginal columns on the horizontal line with 16 is 5, the answer.

2. Required 2.3 X 8.9 to the nearest unit. Find .23 in the top line, under

.23 find 89 or the nearest number less than 89, in this case 85, then in the marginal

columns on line with 85 is 20, the required product.

3. Required 0.302 X 441. Find .302 on top line (page 33). In the column

below the 100 we find 439, the nearest number to 441 and smaller; and opposite

439 in the marginal columns is 33, thus 0.302 X 441 = 133.

Or find .441 on top line (page 63). In the columns below is 301 the nearest

number smaller than 302 and opposite 301 is 33; thus .302 X 441 = 133.

The first three pages are intended for use where the factors are of two digits

or less, but they may often be employed advantageously when one factor contains

three digits, the other two digits and the product divided by a hundred is desired, by

neglecting, at first, the third (or hundreds) digit and adding the partial product thus

obtained from the tables to the product of the third digit by the factor of two digits.

This is especially convenient when the third digit is unity, in which case the pro-

duct from the tables is added to the two-digit factor to obtain the required product.

All the tables on the first page are given later extended ten times under the

same heading but with a cipher attached. Thus on page 1 is given the table for 26

hundredths of all numbers from 1 to 100, while on page 26 there is given the table

for 260 thousandths (same as 26 hundredths) of all numbers from 1 to 1000.

Pages 4 to the end are intended for use where the factors are of three digits

or less, but they may often be employed advantageously when one factor contains

four digits by neglecting, at first, the fourth or thousands digit and adding
the partial product thus obtained from the tables to the product of the fourth

digit by the factor of three digits. For example, let it be required to find how many
feet are in 268 thousandths of a mile.

.268 X 5280 = 5 X 268 + 280 X .268 = 1340 + 75 = 1415.



EXPLANATION. V

It is especially convenient when the fourth digit is unity, in which case the

product from the tables is added to the three-digit factor to obtain the required

product.

Example: 0.302 times 1227. At first neglect the 1 in 1227. Under .302 in

the top line find 227 or the nearest number to 227 and smaller, in this case 227,

and opposite 227 is 69. Then .302 X 1227 = 69 + 302 = 371.

INTERPOLATION.

Mathematical tables give values of the function for certain values of the

variable argument. Values of this function corresponding to intermediate values

of the argument are obtained by the process known as interpolation. The con-

secutive given values of the argument usually differ by a constant quantity; if

this difference be regarded as unity, an intermediate value of the argument will

differ from the given value on either side by a fraction. In the process of inter-

polation it is necessary to obtain the product of this fraction by the proper varia-

tion of the function. By means of the present tables this product may be obtained

in a most rapid and accurate manner when the numbers involved are of three digits

or less. The variation to be used may be given directly or it can be derived from

the given values of the function in the manner explained below.

Let the quantities be denoted by the following scheme :

Argument.



VI INTERPOLATION TABLES.

Then the formula of interpolation is

/() = /(o) + n v.

CASE 1. When |A"|<4 or <- - we have
iv ^ J.

~
itj

v = A\ /2 or ALj/2

according as w is positive or negative, that is, according as a follows or precedes a .

This case occurs more often than any other, since mathematical tables, espe-

cially those most frequently used, generally are so extended that the second

differences are numerically less than four in units of the last place and thus may be

neglected, as the error so caused never amounts to half a unit in the last place, a

permissible error in interpolation. The maximum error from omission of A" occurs

when n = 1/2, and the more n differs from a half, either less than or greater than, the

larger the second differences may be and still be neglected. The interpolation factor

n may have any value less than unity, so far as accuracy is concerned. Still the

smaller the value of n the easier, usually, the interpolation, so that even in this case

it is advisable to interpolate from the nearest given value, thus making n less than

a half and either positive or negative. All the remaining cases which are mentioned

below, except Case 7, are for interpolation from the nearest given value. This is not only

advisable in order to render n smaller, but necessary on account of neglecting part

of the effects of higher differences, which would cause appreciable error for values

of n greater than a half.

CASE 2. When |w|<s and |A
ii

|<4 or <-^ we have
il

v =
A '

1/2 + A'

1/2 =
A!,.

&

For all values of n numerically less than a half this formula is more accurate

than that under Case 1 in regard to neglecting second differences and the advantage
increases as n decreases. Also the smaller the value of n the larger the second

differences may be and still be neglected without sensible error.

CASE 3. When |A" > -4 and |A
Ui

|<6 or < - we have
rr n

AS AS
v = -

'^
-- + n

-^
=

A'o + n
TJ-.

This formula is rigorous as far as second differences and should be used when-

ever second differences are too large for Case 2 and third differences are sufficiently

small to be neglected. In application, the value of A' may be formed and written

A"
on a line with and after AS; then, entering the table for n, take out WIT, add it

to A'o to form v, and then, using the same table, obtain the value of nv, which is

added to /(a ) to obtain /(a) .

3 12
CASE 4. When (A

1"
|

<24 or < -, and Ay
|

<48 or < -j we have
fv fv

M/2 + AL1/2 iA\% + A!!{ /2 .AS s AS' AS

~^T "6~ ~^T 2
A
"~~G T'

This formula includes the larger part of the effect of third differences. The

remaining part is 1/6 n
3

Ajj' and therefore decreases with the cube of n.

3 12
CASE 5. When |A

i!i

\
< 3 and |Ai,

v
|
< 192 or < we have

n n
A"'u .

= A^-- +

This formula includes the larger part of the effect of fourth differences. It

includes the same part of the effect of third differences as Case 4, so the remarks

there made apply as well to this case.



INTERPOLATION. VII

12 12
CASE 6. When |Al>

v
|<192 or < -4 and |A

V
|<96 or <~3 we have

/I* /t

A i" A v

-4-lf + +

This formula is rigorous as far as third differences and includes the larger

part of the effects of fourth and fifth differences. Very seldom will the differences

be so large that the employment of this formula would produce appreciable error.

The advantages of the above formulse over the usual forms are that the same

interpolation factor is used throughout, that they are more rigorous without

requiring the computation to be carried to extra decimal places, and that higher

differences may be neglected when n is small.

For the sake of completeness there is appended the following formula which

includes the entire effect of all differences as high as the fifth and is rigorous for

all values of n and from which the preceding approximate formulse are derived.

v = A!,-
Aiii

30

AS

"2

Air

24 -24
Air

When the differences of the third or higher order are large and n is between 1/3
and 2/3 it is often expedient to interpolate first to halves, thus reducing both the

size of the differences and of n and bringing the final interpolation under a simpler

case. For interpolation to halves we have, as far as fifth differences, the formula

h\ . , , A'i /2 1^
A'Q + A'i 3 AQ

V + A\
T

f
2 "8 2/(a K = __+

128

To express the final interpolation in terms of the original values of the function

and differences, let

v denote the new interpolation factor, 7, the new proper variation,

A'l/2
= A?

Aiv1/2
~

? +

Then our formula of interpolation becomes

where

v = 2n - 1

and the proper variation, 7, is formed from the formula below, using such

differences as may be sensible.

1 2
CASE 7. When

g<|n|<g,
and |A

Ui

|<216 we have

AU Af^ /Af/2 _ 3 A\
v
/2\

2 48
" v

\ 8 128 /

and in thia case

/(a) = /(a ) + AI/Z AiV 3 A 1/



VIII INTERPOLATION TABLES.

EXAMPLES OF INTERPOLATION.

1. Given the value of Si for D =
0, 1, 2, 3 . . . . as stated below, to obtain

from them the value of 2 t for D = 1.107, 2.107, 3.107, ....
(From computation of Ephemeris of the Moon for 1923 from the new Tables of the Moon published by the Yale

University Press.)

D



EXAMPLES OF INTERPOLATION. IX

3. Given the latitude of the Moon for every half day to find, by interpolation,

the latitude for 1919 August 25 d 3 h37m l, the date of New Moon.

Taking the latitude of the moon from the American Ephemeris and differencing

it we have:

1919, Aug.





.01 -.50

p



.51 -.74

p



.75 - .99

p



.001 - .039

p



.040 - .059

p



.060 - .079

p



.080 - .099

p



.100 - .109



.110-. 119



.120 -.129



.130 -.139



.140 -.149



.150 -.159



.160 - .169



.170 -.179



.180 - .189



.190 -.199



.200 - .206



.207 .213



.214 -.220



.221 -.227



.228 - .234



.235 -.241



.242 - .248



.249 - .254



.255 - .261



.262 - .267



.268 - .274



.275 - .280



.281 - .287





.294 - .300



.301 -.305



.306 - .310



.311 -.315



.3 16 -.320



.321 - .325



.326 - .330



.331 - .335



.336 - .340



.341 -.345



.346 - .350



.351 - .355



.356 - .360



.361 - .365



.366 - .370



.371 - .375



.376 - .380



.381 - .385



.386 - .390



.391 - .395



.396 - .400



.401 - .404



.405 - .408



.409 - .412



.413 -.416



.417 -.420



.421 -.424



.425 - .428



.429 - .432



.433 - .436



.437 - .440



.441 - .444



.445 - .448



.449 - .452



.453 - .456



.4S7 - .460



.461 -.464



.465 - .468



.469 - .472



.473 - .476



.477 - .480



.481 - .484



.485 - .488



.489 - .492



.493 - .496



.497 - .500



.501 -.505



.506 -.510



.511 -.515



.516 -.520



.521 -.525



.526 - .530



.531 -.535



.536 - .540



.541 - .545



.546 - .551



.552 - .558



.559 - .565



.566 - .572

p :



.573 - .579



.580 - .586



.587 - .593



.594 - .600



.601 - .605



.606 -.610



.611 -.615



.616 -.620



.621 - .625



.626 .630



.631 -.636



.637 - .643



.644 - .650



.651 -.657



.658 - .664



.665 -.671



.672 - .678



.679 - .685



.686 - .692



.693 - .699



.700 - .704



.705 -.710



.711 -.717



.718 -.724



.725 -.731



.732 - .738



,739 - .745



746. - .752



.753 - .759



.760 - .766



.767 - .773



.7 74 -.783



.784 - .793



.794 - .802



.803 - .809



.810 -.816



.817 -.823



.824 .830



.831 -.837



.838 - .847



.848 - .857



.858 - .867



.868 - .877



.878 - .887



.888 - .900



.901 -.919

p



.920 - .939

p



.940 .959

p



.960 - .999

p
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